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The Years That Count
the Most
Psychologists have said that a child receives half of his
training by the time he is three and three-quarters of his
training by the time he is seven.
If this is true, then the home is the most important
factor in die instruction and training of any generation.
The supplementary training of church activities, such as
the stated worship services and Sunday School also loom
large in the Christian Education perspective. Here is an
answer to juvenile delinquency and adult perversity.
Happy is the home where parents make the most of
these formative years. Blessed is the child who is raised
under such blessed direction.
The conclusions of the psychologists support the reiterated emphases and examples of Scripture. Deuteronomy
6 challenges God-fearing parents, especially the father,
to raise their children in an atmosphere where the Word
of God is continually heard, studied and obeyed. Paul
wrote to Timothy in New Testament times that from
a child (babe in arms) he had known the Holy Scriptures
which were able to make him wise unto salvation through
faith which is in Christ Jesus. (II Timothy 2:15)
This golden heptad of years should be filled with
prayer, Bible-reading, worship, memorization of Scripture
and catechism, the singing of hymns and Scriptural choruses in the home. The little ones should be found with the
rest of the family in God's house for all worship services.
The effective Sunday School will provide more than
baby-sitting service. Every moment will be made to count
for teaching and training in keeping with the age and
needs of the little child.
Parents who miss the opportunities of these seven
golden years will be more than sorry. Parents who fail
to sense their responsibilities to take time, make plans,
provide atmosphere and leadership will be held accountable.
"And these words which I command thee this day,
shall be in thy heart; and thou shalt teach them diligently
unto thy children, and shalt talk of them when thou
sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by the way,
and when thou liest down and when thou risest up."
(Deuteronomy 6:6,7)

A House with a Home in It
Oliver G. Wilson
That famous statement of Edgar A. Guest, "It takes
a heap o' livin' in a house t' make it a home," is one of
sound sense. That "livin"' includes a heap of dishwashin',
a heap o' sweepin', a heap o' budgetin', a heap o' sacrifice,
a heap o' self-denial. To make a house a home is an
endless, exacting, cooperative occupation.
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Within the house that is a home there will be gaiety,
laughter, understanding, and a spirit of forgiving love.
As you enter the house with a home in it you will
not be impressed so much by the architecture or furniture or the decorations as by what might be called atmosphere—hospitality, refinement, purity, integrity.
If you would, build your house into a home it has
been suggested that you use five pillars:
The dignity of giving up, of giving in, of holding in.
The delight of comradeship, of intimate confidants.
The discipline of work, of united achievement — a
partnership for life.
The durability of love.
The divinity of parenthood.
In the accomplishment of this noble purpose you will
find some formidable obstacles, namely, the trend of
secularism to rule God out of the universe as a vital
active personality; the tendency to be dominated by fads,
animal drives, popular opinion, and selfish willfulness;
the thinking which makes the dollar a supreme standard
of values. These obstacles cannot be disposed of by one
decision but they remain perpetual obstacles across the
years.
The sure way to overcome all obstacles to the building
of a Christian home is wrapped up in the language of
First Corinthians, chapter 13. Note it:
"Charity (love) suffereth long"—situations will arise,
differences or background and training will clash, but
love suffers long and is kind.
"Charity (love) vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up."
Self is surrendered, for now "they twain shall be one
flesh." "There is nothing mightier or nobler than where
man and wife are one heart and one mind in a house"
(—The Odyssey).
"Charity (love) . . . seeketh not her own"—unselfish
service, tact, patience, and a full abandonment of all other
loves in full contentment of present love. It gives and gives
and gives, not expecting any return save love and trust.
"Charity (love) . . . beareth all things"—attempts to
take the unfortunate things and build them into a thing
of beauty.
The house with a home in it will take God into account. When the matter of "who's boss" comes up,
acknowledge Christ as the head of the house.
Pay God a tithe of all earnings; worship together
daily; observe the Lord's Day as a sacred privilege. When
trouble comes, flee to God for refuge. When misunderstanding arises, make Christ your counselor. "Trust in
the Lord with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine
own understanding. In all thy ways acknowledge him,
and he shall direct thy paths."
Most of us are conditioned against rules. Recognizing
the danger of being considered a carry over from a former
age I shall suggest a few ideals; consider them rules if
you choose.
Start the day together with God; close the day with
God.
(Continuued on page four)
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been a more demanding task than that
Turgentof building
a Christian home; yet this is the most
need of our day. We need Christian homes for the
HERE HAS NEVER

sake of our children. We love our children and would do
anything for them; but are we doing the right things
for them? Are we sending our children out to meet life's
demands and duties strong with Christian faith and Christian principles?
We may be tempted to believe that if we can leave
our children enough money to be independent, that this
would be the best thing we could do for them; but money
may be the least thing we can give them. Money with
all of its advantages may still be a curse and a snare. Have
you ever known Christian faith to be a curse and snare?
More than money, we need to leave our children faith,
character, will-power, habits of reverence, industry, and
devotion to duty.
CHRISTIAN FAMILIES

We also need Christian families for the sake of our
church. If you love Christ and His Church, the best way
to show it is by working hard to build a strong Christian
home. Christian homes are the foundation of the Chr'stian church. The church is dependent on its homes for
vitality and strength.

The ideal of a Christian family is possible only as we
give ourselves to the demanding task of building a Christian home. It is amazing how a person will give a lifetime to mastering a vocation, yet will give no special
thought or study to the task of raising his family. In
reality, the primary vocation of a Christian parent is that
of raising his family for God. What hope is there for
us, if we do not give it our best?
Christian homes are possible only as we give ourselves
in disciplined living. Family destiny holds the true significance and glory of individual lives. We need to see
that through our families we are serving a greater purpose
than our own ends. It is here that we will find we shall
be honored in having been faithful to this calling.
No wonder the Apostle Paul breaks forth into one
of his greatest prayers for the family in Ephesians 3:14-19:
"For this reason (on behalf of your family and my
family) I bow my knees before the Father, from whom
every family in heaven and on earth is named." Notice
for what he prays: "That according to the riches of his
glory he may grant you to be strengthened with might
through his Spirit in the inner man, and that Christ may
dwell in your hearts through faith; that you, being rooted
and grounded in love, may have power to comprehend

The Christian Family Faces Today's Challenge
Roy J. Peterman

It is a well-known fact that the holy calling of God for
church vocations—missionaries, pastors, teachers—is most
influenced by the home. Mother and Dad, would you
be greatly pleased that your son or daughter was called
to be a missionary, a pastor or a pastor's wife? At a farewell scene on a New York pier, a son said to his father:
"Father, it is your preaching that is sending me to the
mission field." The father with a tear in his eye, but not
of regret, said: "Thank God, He has seen fit to call you,
my son." Is your home a little church? This is what the
need of the hour demands.
CHRISTIAN HOMES

Again, Christian homes are needed for the sake of our
world. The only salt of preservation in this decaying and
reeking world is the_Christian home. Christian homes are
like islands of health in a cancerous and ulcerated world.
The only glimmer of hope, the only antidote for despair,
is the evidence of God at work in the family circle.
In Eli's darkest days, God blessed Elkanah and Hannah with a son who would change the tide for righteousness. In spite of the darkness which was as great as the
world has ever known, into the home of Mary and Joseph
a Son was born who would change the tide of evil in
favor of righteousness forever. Christian homes are needed
today!
Although it has never been more demanding or tiken
greater discipline, it is not impossible to be building a
Christian home today. "With God nothing is impossible."
It is possible, though, only as we draw on all the resources
available to us from God—seek Him for all the grace
possible, implore Him for all the help available, unashamedly declare our dependency on Him as our source
of help and strength.
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with all the saints what is the breadth and length and
height and depth, and to know the love of Christ which
surpasses knowledge, that you may be filled with all the
fulness of God."
My friend, half-hearted effort mixed together with
a little grace of God will always equal failure. Here
is the secret of a successful Christian home as outlined
by the Apostle in his prayer: strong individual members,
Christ dwelling in our hearts by faith, being roo.ed and
grounded in love, resulting in all the fulness of God being
manifest in our lives. Here is a Christian home to the
glory of God.
CHRISTIAN FAMILIES—HOW?

How can the intent of this prayer become the liv'ng
experience of our families? How can Christian families
face today's challenge? Let me offer a few suggestions.
1. The key to a Christian home is a great desire for
one. "If the readiness is there, it is acceptable accord ng
to what a man has, not according to what he has not"
(I Cor. 8:12). A Christian home does not just happen;
it is the result of the greatest desire of life. You may have
a nice family, a cultured family, or you may be discouraged with your family's development. But whatever
the varying degree of your family's progress, the most
important ingredient is your readiness in desiring. This is
what God takes account of most.
2. If you have a great desire to raise a Christian family,
then make a definite and positive surrender of your life
to the Lord Jesus Christ. There is power in definite action;
and hedging at this point will be disastrous. You imy
need to rethink the attitudes in your home. Are you talking as if you are going in one direction, but in reality
most of your actions indicate that you are going in a
(3)

different direction? Are spiritual values above material
possessions? Does your relationship to Christ, and the
relation of your home to Christ come first or last? Recently a young father sat in my study. Earnestly he said:
"Pastor, as soon as our family is straightened out, we're
coming to church." Unfortunately, his family will never
be straightened out until he comes to Christ in deeper
commitment.
What are the values your family is living by? What
creed do you hold up to your family?
—If God be God, then believe Him. Pray to Him.
Trust Him.
—If Christ be the Saviour, then accept Him and follow
Him.
—If the Bible is the Word of God, then cherish it.
Read it. Learn it. Obey it.
—If the church is the body of Christ, then belong to
it. Support it.
—If your marriage is a sacred relationship and a divine
institution, then make it so by putting spiritual values
ahead of material appliances and household gadgets.
3. For your family to be a growing Christian family
you need daily experiences that give expression to and
communicate a living faith. These are important: grace
before meals, family worship, singing and gospel music,
absolute loyalty to the church. But beyond these it must
be realized that a living faith is more caught than taught.
Young people are not obedient, moral, happy, and industrious, simply because parents tell them to be so.
Character and high ideals can only be learned from example. What is the atmosphere of your home? Is the
peace of God in your heart holding you against the pressures? Your children will know! A home is made truly
Christian when its members live Christian lives.
In giving expression to a living faith the place of
reading must not be overlooked. An educator found that
"young people with ideals and principles, standards of
right and wrong, come from homes where reading together is basic to the family pattern." It is not too much
to say: 'The family that reads together stays together.'
On the whole our missionaries and mission fields are
much wiser than we are at home in this matter. They
are giving great attention to reading and the printed page.
Paul's word to Timothy was in effect: 'Give attention
to reading; devote yourself to it' (see I Tim. 4:13-15).
The influence of reading can be for good, or ill. In one
home, Tommy read in a comic book about the man with
the red cape who could take off from anywhere and fly
quickly to any place. He thought that was wonderful.
"I have a red jacket too. Why can't I spread it out like
wings and fly?" When his mother heard this she was
worried. She tried to explain. "No, Tommy, we can't fly.
God made the birds to fly, but He made us to run and
walk. He made us so we can invent airplanes, then we
can fly. But you can't fly with your cape." Tommy
seemed to understand.
Near this home was a cliff with one side going straight
down. One day Tommy again read the comic book story
and said to himself: "I can fly." He got out his red cape,
went out to the cliff, spread his arms and jumped off.
He was dying as they picked him up, but before he died
in his mother's arms he said: "I almost did fly." There
is power in reading; reading is dynamite. There is power
for evil, but there is also power for good. I can testify
to this influence for good in my own life as I recount the
reading of Bible stories to me in my younger years.
4. If your family is going to be buying up every
opportunity to be strengthening your home, then you
(4)

need association with the Lord's friends. Yes, in short,
you need a church-centered family—one that prays for
the church, its needs, its people and pastor; a family that
is regular in attendance at all services, not debating 'shall
we go or shall we not'; a family that willingly answers
the call of service in large responsibility or small; a family
that seeks to be #an example of honor to others.
Sharing in fellowship with the Saviour's friends will
strengthen our determination for a Christian home. It
will keep our faces set in the right direction. A young
husband and wife who as children and teenagers regularly attended church, but now neglect church attendance,
confessed: "None of our good friends attend church
either." The circle of church friends will be a blessed
influence on your children. It will also be easier to stay
happily married when you associate with those who are
seeking to strengthen their marriage rather than major
on incompatibilities.
5. Finally if your family and mine is to face the
challenge of today successfully, there is one more thing
we must do. We must work to enlarge the circle of the
Lord's friends! The point is: if we wish to follow the
Lord Jesus Christ, we will have to follow in His footsteps.
And the Good Shepherd's footsteps always lead to the
lost.
There is no question but that this is a dangerous path,
a rugged and difficult one. The only greater peril, however, is in avoiding it. A great purpose secures us against
the perils of the way. A family that would save only
itself will be lost; but the family that will lose itself in the
greater purpose of bringing others to Christ will find
their own family more secure in Him. Would you have
Christ save your family? Then lose it for His sake.
May we find our families increasingly able to say: "I
delight to do thy will, O my God" (Psa. 40:8). Then our
homes will be truly Christian. God, give us Christian
homes!
The writer is pastor of the Manor congregation. Pa.
Columbia, Pa.

A House With a Home in It
(Continued from page two)
Let each strive to yield to the wishes and whims of the
other.
Never sleep on a quarrel—"Let not the sun go down
upon your wrath."
Say only kind, generous things about the person not
present.
Be quick to see the kind deeds of the other, slow
in seeing the faults, and always alert to improving your
own.
Sigh not for what might have been—the vow was
"for better or worse." Self-pity has no place in a house
with a home in it.
Adjust! Adjust to the other's family, to the other's
eccentricities, and viewpoints.
Be honest! Do not cheat in affections, in words, in
yielding.
Change "I" to "we"; "mine" to "ours"—apply this especially to money.
Remember both are essential—the man's strength, the
woman's skill; the man's love, the woman's trust; the man's
patience, the woman's understanding.
(Continued on page five)
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"Mothers - Daughters, Your
Role In The Home"
by Mrs. C. N. Hostetter, Jr.
has said, "God could not be everywhere, so
S
He made mothers." When He created man, He said,
"It is not good for man to be alone, I will make a helpOMEONE

meet for him," so He made Eve, the first mother. He
planned that marriage should be for life. A wife is to be
devoted to her husband, encourage him, and be loyal to
him. The husband is to protect, provide, and be the
priest of the home, and together they work to make home
happy.
"The home is the nursery for those who will make
up the church and nation and through which each individual passes on his way to his eternal destiny." It is
the best place to instruct children morally and spiritually.
When a child is born, parents are part of a spiritual
agreement that is just as binding as the marriage covenant.
Children need parents who work at the business of not
only supplying their physical needs but also their emotional and spiritual needs. We owe them a good birth,
love, understanding, and a Christian example.
One judge said, "Out of 4,800 cases of juvenile delinquency only 29 had a regular attendance at church
and Sunday School." Another judge added, so far, he
had not had a child in juvenile court whose father or
mother attended Sunday School or church. As head of
the home, the father ought to instruct his children in the
Word of God. The mother has many opportunities to do
so, the children spend much time in the home.
Some women say they want a career instead of staying in the home, but filling the place of a mother is the
greatest career a woman can follow. No man can do what
a mother does, and although automation takes the place
of many men in these days, it can never take the place
of a mother. Her career is made up of many occupat ; ons
and professions. She is a home builder, trouble smoother,
complaint operator, teacher, engineer, bookkeeper, secretary, cook, dietitian, seamstress, laundress, nurse, doctor
and emergency squad, and pilot. Mothers who live on
farms are even more.
A mother should be a good disciplinarian. Some mothers say they love their children too much to discipline
them and so they let them do as they please. But the
Bible says, we do not love them if we do not correct
them, and children need discipline and want it. One
little girl whose mother was lenient with her when she
needed discipline, sobbingly said, "I wish my Daddy were
here, he'd make me behave."
A father came home from work and asked his wife,
"Well, how did things go today?" She said, "Oh, pretty
well. I had trouble with one of the children but the
Parents Magazine helped me out." The father asked her
what article in the magazine helped her. She said, "No
article. I just rolled up the magazine and gave her a good
shellacking."
You can't reason with small children, nor can you with
some older ones, so they need a switch. And "A switch
in time saves nine." Teenagers also need and want direction, and if they do not receive it at home thev will
go out on the street to a gang and find a leader. "Crime
is not stopped in the electric chair but in the high chair."
The Bible says the parents, not the courts, shall discipline
the children.
The Bible also says, mothers shall be "Keepers at
home." They should not work outside the home unless
they positively must, and if you would take the parents
May 9, 1966

off the streets at night there would be less juvenile delinquency. Often when mother is in the home she is not
there but looking at or listening to something outside.
Sometimes she wants to work in order to "keep up with
the Joneses." This gives trouble with her husband and
the children do not receive necessary attention.
I read about a house trailer that had a sign on the
back, "You are keeping up with the Joneses." I thought
that was the only legitimate way to keep up with them,
but I have changed my mind. Several months ago a house
trailer was travelling three cars ahead of us, when all
of a sudden, we saw clouds of dust on the left side of the
highway and found that the house trailer was upside down
in the ditch, so in whatever way you try to keep up with
them, you may have a wreck.
Mothers should be good financiers. "Ten years ago
the average family had 72 wants and 16 were necessities.
Now they have nearly 500 wants and almost 100 are
necessities."
Mothers, teach your sons and daughters to work.
Daughters, learn to do as many different kinds of
things as you can. It will make life more interesting, you
will be more interesting to others, and you will be ready
for whatever comes. Be obedient and confide in your
mother. You may think she is ignorant and old-fashioned
but when you are older you will find she was very
intelligent after all.
You know:
"Teen-age minds are bright and show it,
They know a lot and know they know it;
The only thing that makes me fret—
They don't know what they don't know yet."
Daughters, you do not want to be a "Big Nothing."
Don't follow the fads as they come along. America is fast
going back to Paganism and if you follow the fads you
are helping to take her there. Instead of shocking your
parents by doing wrong and outlandish things, surprise
them by wanting to do that which is right. Use your
energy to help the home folks and others who need help,
and work for the Lord.
Mothers, let us keep in touch with Headquarters so
that we may be wise as Solomon, patient as Job, courageous as Joshua, fair as the Supreme Court (when it is
fair), and have the faith of Columbus who would not
turn back but went on to discover new land, so that we
may pilot our family safely into the airport of Glory.
Fathers and mothers, may we be faithful to our children, and to each other, until one of us places the other in
the "Arms of God."
Palmyra,

Pa.

A House With a Home in It
(Continued from page four)
Children are cords to bind together, not wedges to
separate, they are to be a vulcanizing cement, not an
explosive force.
The secret of it all is summed up in these beautiful
words from the Protestant Episcopal Marriage Commission:
Christ at the marriage altar.
Christ on the bridal journey.
Christ when the new home is set up.
Christ when the baby comes.
Christ in the pinching times.
Christ in the days of plenty.
Christ when the wedded pair walk toward the sunset gates.
Christ for time; Christ for eternity.
This is the secret of home.
—The Wesleyan Methodist
(5)

MISSIONS
Evangelism in India-Whither?
Harvey Sider
" " W h a t is the state of efforts in Church extension in
Saharsa-Pumea District today?
" " W h a t are the weaknesses of our current approaches in
evangelism?
""To what extent have internal conflicts and factions in
Church leadership paralyzed the program of evangelism?
""Does the Church have an adequate nurture program to
support the effect of evangelism?
s
* W h a t are the most valid resources for the support of
evangelism?
* "Where do the opportunities seem to lie for Church extension in the future.

These and other searching auestions were being discussed in a lively two-day Evangelism Conference of
Indian and missionary leaders at Banmankhi. We were
also privileged to have with us Dr. Mumaw from Eastern
Mennonite College and Bishop Malagar of the Dhamtari
Mennonite Church, India.
How can the Brethren in Christ Church of India meet
the opportunities pressing in from every side?
The FREEDOM EXPLOSION resulting from the new
const'tution, in India, removes outward shackles and thus
far liberates man for the investigation of truth. It also
opens the way for a free witness in the villages.
The EDUCATIONAL
EXPLOSION brings the challenge of the printed page. The reading man is the leading
man—this slogan is nowhere more obvious than in India.
And 1-teracy at 11 per cent in 1948 has risen to 33 per cent
in 1965.
The POPULATION EXPLOSION resulting in a net
increase of 6,000,000 souls a year in India presents a tremendous challenge—a formidable challenge.
The renaissance, reform, revival, and renewal of the
traditional religions is another explosive force that the
Church must reckon with.
Can anything less than an evangelism explosion meet the
situation with any adequacy?
After a lengthy and healthy conference discussion,
a number of opportunities became increasingly c^ar,
along with a new desire and determination to meet them:
(1) At our very doorsteps is a new oil refinery with a
large cross section of Indian populat : on, to say nothing
of the opportunities for witnessing to the Russian section.
Our Church has a strong desire to move into this needy
but difficult field.
(2) There is an evident fertil'ty of faith among the
aborigines, who are becoming Christians—not by one's
or two's but by families and by the score. The Conference
pointed up a growing conviction of the need to increase
our efforts among these receptive people. And one of the
greatest needs here is for education. These people fall
far short of the national literacy average, and we cannot
hope for a strong propagating Church among them until
they become literate and read the Bible.
(3) The astounding educational advance creates a
new climate for evangelism in two respects. It confronts
the- Church with a growing need for presenting the basic
elements of the Gospel with special relevance to the
educated mind.

(6)
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Secondly, since people will read, we must meet them
with Gospel literature. Why let the Communists alone
occupy the field? It is therefore hoped that in the near
future another reading room and Gospel Book Shop can
be opened in the large and developing city of Purnea.
(4) The present preaching of the Gospel is in no way
keeping up with the new generations. This makes the call
to evangelism extremely urgent. Thousands of villages
within our area have no Gospel witness. At this conference the Church again expressed its desire to do its
part in sharing Christ with these.
Your help is needed.
It was once thought, and not too many years ago,
that the answer to evangelism in India was evangelism
by the Indian. Now the Church is once again calling for
involvement from outside. This means self-giving and
sharing of personnel and funds. You, reader, are able
to help evangelize India! Will you?
DO PRAY FOR US as we try to reach out in an
expanded way, without extra money or men.

India Lacks Food
The food situation in India "continues to be precarious"
in spite of American and other foreign grain being imported into the country, reports John Friesen, missionary
in Shantipur, India.
"Trying to keep this place (Shantipur Leprosy Homes
and Hospital) alive is a weekly rat-race that begins on
Monday morning and continues until about Thursday
with daily trips to the authorities and then the authorized dealers—just for 12 bags of grain."
The hospital's food quota for 300 patients is three
bags of rice, five bags of wheat, and four bags of kafir
corn, Friesen indicates.
Friesen was able to get a permit for eight bags of
wheat and two of kafir corn for a widows' home operated
by the church in nearby Balodgahan. He adds, "the
tragedy was that even at the week's end the wheat hadn't
arrived so that my trip 20 miles to Balod for it yesterday
was fruitless."

News Notes - India
To Work in Lancaster General Hospital
Having completed his Nebraska assignment and enjoyed a
break while visiting in Canada, Mr. Joy Christian, male
nurse, began work in Lancaster General Hospital, May 2.
Visiting in Canada (from India)
Miss Gulabi McCarty is visiting in Canada. W e hope she
will be able to secure proper papers for visiting in the
United States also during her three months' leave.
Missions Office
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JAPAN

Our Sunday School — a Joy to All of Us!
(from a letter by John Graybill)

Mr. and Mrs. Okazaki, pillars of the Takibe Church, and other
Takibe ladies, enjoying the Deeper Life Conference sponsored and
planned by the Nagato Church, March 19 and 20—a never-to-beforgotten "first" experience. Full account and pictures in next
VISITOR.

General Sunday School session, Tokyo. Miss Ito teaching.

"This Sunday School thus far has certainly been a
great joy to all of us. Since its inception last September
we have had a steady rise in attendance. Now in February
—coldest month of the year—we have been averaging over
50 each Sunday. With only three classes we are overcrowded and must again divide into more classes in April
when our new school year begins . . . .
These little ones are so
very, very cute that you
must just take them up
and love them in your
arms!
"We are thankful for
our f o u r
dedicated
teachers who carry the
main burden of the
load. Our helper, Yokosan, is here helping
each Sunday in this
work. She is still not
baptized but is very
earnest for the Lord."

Two of our S. S. pupils
celebrating t h e i r
sixth
birthday in typical Japanese kimono.

Often we hear of sacrifice in connection with Christian
Service. It is not sacrifice if it is for Christ—it is a privilege.
The moment I begin to think of my service as a sacrifice
I have lost the spirit of the Christ.
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Our fifth and sixth grade class and teacher meeting in our
dining room. Taken Dec. 26th. Class has now grown to 19
and we plan to divide the class if we can find a teacher.

To Work in Yamaguchi City (Japan)
With the completion of six terms of language study at the
end of March, the Marlin Zooks were scheduled to go to
Yamaguchi City to work especially with university students.

Heifers to Korea
Four holstein heifers are destined to arrive this summer
at the Mennonite Vocational School near Taegu, Korea. Two
heifers, and a possible third, have already been pledged
to MCC's West Coast regional office for this project.
The Korean government, expecting the Mennonite Vocational School to serve as the center for the redistribution
and dairy programs, has designated the region surrounding
MVS as the area for dairy improvement and development.
This year MVS has encouraged agricultural students from
the surrounding communities to increase their knowledge
in dairying by attending the vocational classes. However,
MVS's distribution program has failed to operate because
of the herd's meagerness. This program should commence
with the arrival of the four heifers.
Heifer Project, Inc., will handle the shipment of these
heifers.
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CHRISTIAN
Who ran to help me when I fell,
And would some pretty story tell,
Or kiss the place to make it well?
My mother.
Jane Taylor

A Mother's Reward
I do not ask that you repay
The hours of toil and pain.
The sacrifice of youth and strength
Shall not have been in vain.
I do not ask for gratitude
But only this, my child,
That you shall live vour life so well
My gifts be not defiled.
The night I watched beside your crib,
The years of love and care
Will amply be repaid if once
I see you standing there—
An upright honest soul
On whom success has smiled,
That I may say with humble pride
—"THAT is my child."

Summer Service Units
Recent conversation and correspondence
with possible areas of work revealed that
Summer Service Units will likely b e involved
in—
—heading u p a youth camp week
—building a road to a new site for a church
or a chapel
—maintenance detail in kitchen and cleaning
—heading up a V.B.S. in an inter-racial
situation
—heading up a V.B.S. in a remote Northern setting.
And young people across the country are
applying! There are two areas of real concern in this program. They are—
1. Are you contributing toward our project? Funds will b e needed to send these
young people to these areas of service.
2. Have young people from your organization been given opportunity to apply? T ' u e
we cannot use everybody—but everyone has
an equal chance! W e do hope to use a good
number. Check this out as soon as possible.
Those interested write to Rev. Walter Winger,
Youth Director, R. 2, Port Colborne, Ontario,
Canada.

"Now I Believe"
Carl C. Beck
"Now for the first time I can believe." Thus confided Miss Y., a young
high school student to Sue Richard at
the close of a two-session peace seminar in Obihiro, Japan. She was one
of Sue's contacts who had been coming
to services at Obihiro Mennonite church
for some months.
This wasn't an evangelistic meeting.
It .was a seminar. We weren't discussing
faith or how to become a Christ ; an,
but we were talking about an important
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aspect of the Gospel and of the believer's life. We were discussing Viet
Nam and how the Gospel applies there
in a practical way.
Between sessions a half dozen earnest
young people cornered us to discuss
various aspects of our relief program in
Viet Nam, and how they could prepare
themselves to serve most effectively. As
understanding of Gospel implications
grew, faith blossomed.
This was one of a series of meetings
in Hokkaido churches. Fumio Kurita, a
young man from our Osaka churches,
and I had been invited by the northern
churches for a "peace education" tour
of the local congregations.
At each place the meetings were different. In Obihiro it was largely Wes
and Sue Richard's student contacts. In
Kamishihoro it was the believers. In
Kushiro the meeting was sponsored by
the youth group, but the whole church
attended. In Nakashibetsu it was a
group of Lee Kanagy's farmer contacts
that made up the core of the discussion
group. In one church we hadn't gotten
beyond the discussion following my lecture by 10:30 in the evening. The next
evening Bro. Kurita got even with me
by using the whole evening for his
lecture.
In Shibecha a young lady, not yet
a committed believer, was so thrilled
by this new look at the Gospel that the
following day she brought her mother
to discuss what this might mean in the
daughter's life. The mother up to that
time had been opposed to her daughter's church connections. But now she
seemed very sympathetic and agreed
that it would mean several more years
of planned preparation for the daughter
to make her greatest contribution as a
"baranchiia" (volunteer) for Christ.
Taiki produced the most interesting
meeting of all. Here Brother Takahashi
had invited in labor leaders, city officials, people from the local cheese
factory, and other interested folks. Only
one other local Christian was present.
Brother Hiroshi Mine, just back from
two years at Eastern Mennonite College,
came over from Hombetsu for the evening and made a decided contribution
through his clear and strong testimony.

Youth

Sundc

From the start we had excellent rapport. The men gave themselves easily
to discussion, and the whole thing was
most instructive to us, as we matched
their hopes and desires for a better
world against the word of the Gospel.
Voluntarily, and without embarrassment, they observed that while the
hopes were the same, only the Christ
of the Gospel could empower people
to live up to those hopes. Mr. M., a
former non-Christian student of mine
and now chairman of the local federation of labor unions and vice-chairman
of the national "Youth for Peace" organization within his federation, was
particularly sharp in his analyses and
insights. In spite of repeated suggestions by Brother Takahashi that the
hour was late, it was nearly 11:30 p.m.
before the last participants went home.
We were emboldened to encourage
the Church of Jesus Christ to "arise"
and "shine" in the midst of impinging
"gross darkness," confirmed in our belief that then indeed "nations shall
come to (her) light."

Ten-Point Creed for Teen-Age
Drivers
1. I will consider the safety of others at all
times.
2. I will keep myself physically fit, mentally
alert, and emotionally serene.
3. I will always keep my vehicle in good
condition mechanically.
4. I will give my undivided attention to
my driving.
5. I will observe the rules of courtesy and
good sportsmanship on the road.
6. I will use good judgment when quick
decisions are to b e made.
7. I will learn all traffic rules and obey
them in the spirit as well as the letter
of the law.
8. I will show respect for law enforcement
officers, because I know they are trying
to protect all persons.
9. I will encourage others to co-operate in
observing the safety regulations.
10. I will prayfully commend myself and
others into God's care and keeping, t h i t
I may be divinely guided at all times
to drive safely and sensibly.
—Mary Mae Oesch;

Leaflet.

Unity
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IDUCATION
School

Home

This anonymous article was written by a young lady in Pennsylvania
who is really speaking for many in similar circumstances. This message
should be heeded not only by pastors, but by deacons and congregational
boards for Christian education. —Page Ed.

Pastoring T T F ers
Dear Pastor Care,
Do you remember the time when I arrived home from
N
after some months of absence, and you made
a special call—in person—the next morning to welcome
me home? At the conclusion of your half-hour visit I
thanked you for coming, but now as I look in retrospect
upon that occasion, I wonder if you really knew how
much that half hour really meant to me at the time. That
morning represents happy memories, for you PROVED
that you—my pastor—were interested in me as a TTFer.
Since I've left the home base and have moved to other
areas, I have become more consciously aware of the
efforts you expended to make us few TTFers (single
people in the Twenties, Thirties, Forties) feel a part of
your congregation. Can you imagine how shocked and
disappointed I felt when I found that my next pastor
seemed so unaware of the existence of TTFers in his
congregation? I sat under his ministry for more than
two years wondering if I were really one of his parishioners. My only personal contacts with Pastor X were
the handshakes at the door and the few minutes after
service or via phone when he requested my services for
some church event. I really felt let down.
Did I expect too much to hope that I might have had
at least one pastoral visit in that length of time? (Or if
he was so busy, I'd have welcomed a visit from the
deacon as his ambassador!) I'm sure Pastor X did not
know how frustrating an experience it is for a TTFer to
pull up roots in the home base and move to a new congregation and try to find a place in which to fit. Such
a move is vastly different for a TTFer than for a new
family who moves into another congregation, for the
TTFer cannot move the security of a family unit with
him. I'll never forget the hours of loneliness I experienced,
even when at times surrounded by many people of the
congregation! Fortunately, I did learn to know other TTFers whom I came to love and appreciate, but I found
that they, too, would have been happy for one pastoral
visit—and they had been in the congregation much longer
than I.
Now I've been a member of Pastor Y's congregation
for six months. He, too, gave me words of welcome upon
my first Sunday present and followed with the usual
weekly handshakes at the door. But just recently he
called on me at my meager little apartment, and, even
though we discussed items of mutual concern, I felt
spiritually warmed by his visit. I doubt if he realizes how
much this hour has meant to me. Now I really feel that
he is my pastor!
But I can't help feeling distressed for some of my
fellow single TTFers in various congregations who have
expressed some of the same inner frustrations I felt. Many
of them haven't been mobile like myself, yet they keep
wondering just where they fit into their congregations as
parishioners. Can you, Pastor Care, do anything to help
them?
Please understand that TTFers do recognize that by
and large the emphasis of the pastor's efforts must be
expended on children and youth, and must center around
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the home. They do not dispute the fact that this is the
proper emphasis, but they still can't escape wistfully
hoping that once in awhile they could be recognized as
parishioners, too, and not just when they fall sick.
It's not usually that they lack jobs to do in the church
—most TTFers have plenty to do by virtue of being
single—it's fellowship for which they crave. TTFers do
enjoy and long for home associations when they are not
privileged to have their own. To know that someone
in the congregation cares enough to invite them in to
share a real home setting—if only for a few hours—can
do them a world of good.
A concrete example of this occurred in the case of a
TTFer who baby sat one evening for the pastor and his
wife. Upon the parents' return the TTFer was invited
to remain for family prayers. If this pastor could have
seen the glow in "A's" face as she expressed how much
this little incident meant—having come at a time when
spirits had been at low ebb—he would have felt well
rewarded for the few extra minutes shared with this
TTFer.
This letter is lengthening, but I wonder if you could
do anything to help rouse Pastor Numb and Pastor Latent
to an awareness of the TTFers in their congregations.
Perhaps TTFer "B" could have been helped through
nervous disorders a bit faster if a bit more fellowship had
been extended before the crisis came; or perhaps TTFer
"C" would be able to forget that "out on a limb" feeling.
"C" drives faithfully a considerable distance each Sunday
to teach a Sunday School class—the main thing that really
unites him with the congregation—but wonders if, after
all, a church closer to his area of work wouldn't be better.
Please do not misunderstand me, Pastor Care. TTFers
do realize honestly within themselves that a parishioner's
fitting into a congregation is a two-sided affair, and they
cannot be excused for their own lack of initiative, but
it does help to know that others care as well.
Again, I want to thank you for your pastoral visit
that memorable morning some years ago. TTFers in your
congregation now are fortunate, for I'm sure they, as I
did, cannot help but sense that you really care for them
as individual parishioners.
Sincerely,
Concerned "D"
There is a legend that Pilate, like Judas, found life
unbearable. Instead of hanging himself, he tried to run
away and eventually got to Switzerland. There he drowned
himself in a lake, and the legend is that on moonlight
nights one can see the ghost of Pilate, forever moaning,
forever washing his hands. Whether the legend is true does
not matter. What is true is that the universe offers no
place to retreat from the reality of life. No matter what
the cost, better for Pilate had he made the right decision.
So it is for me—for you.
Charles L. Allen in Prayer Changes Things
(Fleming H. Revell Company)
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AFRICA

Congo's Kwilu Province

Spend a Day at Sikalongo
"Welcome to the coal mining region of Zambia!" With
the opening of the Nkadabwe Coal Mine about fifteen
miles from here at the end of 1965, we may greet you thus.
Now for your visit. Nurse Martha Lady leaves our
house about 7:30 a.m. and goes on out to the hospital.
Inpatients are the first to be treated, with the help of her
staff. She is now enjoying the use of the treatment room
enlarged to twice its original size.
By 9:30 a.m., it is time for prayers. Arthur Kutjwayo,
hospital pastor, has charge of the informal service out
under the trees. Two stay for prayer: one wants to repent;
it is her first time to seek the Lord; the other, a woman,
has attended school. Yes, she knows the plan of salvation.
She again gives herself to the Lord.
The day goes on. Many outpatients are treated and
then comes a noon break.
Treatments begin again at two p.m. Prayers are again
held. A delivery, a burn case, or a serious accident patient
could also be part of the agenda. During the month
she has probably treated 25 lepers and 5 active TB
patients.
e
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The Superintendent's activities will include time spent
in the office and a general check on hospital, store, gardening, cattle, pig and chicken operations.
Perhaps the Bible Colporteur will come in for a new
supply of Bibles and books for his next week of village
to village selling. We will hope there will be no engines
to repair. Perhaps he will have chance to counsel with
a teacher and most probably he will confer with Mufundisi
Mushala about some church activities.
*
»
* «
And the matron? All of us have begun our day with
morning prayers and then our 6:45 breakfast. From there
the matron tries to get her household going smoothly.
The feature of prime importance in the forenoon is
having school with Kreg and keeping track of Kirk and
Karen's goings during that time. The usual door and
telephone interruptions will make the prescribed two hours
of school take some time longer than that.
"Are we fulfilling the task which Christ has given
us to do?" we ask ourselves at the end of a busy day.
Many times we must say that we have failed. But we
shall not despair. We are praying that God will help us
make the best use of all available resources—most of all,
of Our Greatest Resource!
Keith and Lucille Ulery

(Note: Since the writing of this article, the Ulerys and their
three children have made a sudden return to the States, due to the
illness of Keith's father, Dale Ulerv. They arrived in late March.
Page E d . )

Africa Evangelical Conference
I have just returned from Limuru, Kenya, where Earl
Musser, Rev. Davidson Mushala and I attended the Africa Evangelical Conference. This was a tremendous experience and blessing. There were 27 countries represented with 3 from outside the continent of Africa... 189
registered as attending. A real time of blessing together.
We had a lot in common. This is true wherever and whenever true evangelical believers get together. The messages
were spirit anointed. I pray that our own work may
benefit in the coming months from the many good things
shared at the Conference.
—Alvin Book, Bulawayo
(10)

Congo's populous Kwilu province 200 miles east of
Leopoldville spawned the ill-fated rebellion which swept
across the Congo in 1964 and 1965, and now it is reaping
a tragic harvest of famine and disease.
"No area in the Congo is more needy," reports Malcolm
McVeigh, material aid director for the Congo Protestant
Relief Agency. "It is impossible to overemphasize the
need in the Kwilu today," he said.
The Congo Protestant Relief Agency, of which the
Mennonite Central Committee is a member, began emergency shipments to Kikwit, the capital of Kwilu, in May,
1965.
MCC, in addition to providing CPRA with doctors,
Paxmen, and other personnel, contributed substantial
quantities of material aid to the Congo relief program
during 1965. Shipments totaling 75 tons and valued at
$165,000 were sent to the Congo last year.
The Kwilu's time of trouble began in January, 1964,
when the seeds of rebellion germinated in the little provincial village of Idiofa and were quickly transplanted
to other parts of the province and the country.
At one point the rebels controlled most of the province
except the capital, Kikwit. They sacked, burned, and
destroyed hundreds of villages, mission stations, hospitals,
dispensaries, and schools. All except one of the residences
of Congo Inland Mission personnel at the Mukedi and
Kandala stations, for example, were damaged beyond
repair.
The Kwilu villagers faced a terrible dilemma when
the rebels controlled much of the forest around them.
Often the rebels demanded food under threat of death.
Later, when the Congolese army moved in they abused the
villagers for having given aid to the enemy.
Some of these refugees, afraid to return to their home
villages, have congregated in makeshift settlements. Approximately 50 miles east of Kikwit, for example, a new
refugee colony of about 1,000 people has sprung up. They
live in small shacks made of straw and reeds. CPRA has
been feeding them since before Christmas, but the signs
of malnutrition are still present. As many as eight people
a day die here.
The Church in Kwilu
Protestant mission efforts are carried on primarily by
three groups in the Kwilu: the American Mennonite
Brethren Mission, the Congo Inland Mission, and the
Baptist Mid-Mission.
Irvin Friesen, chairman of the Mennonite Brethren mission in the Congo, described his group's efforts, which are
largely concentrated in the Kwilu area, as follows in the
October-December, 1965 issue of the Congo Mission News:
"By 1959 (we had) 63 missionaries on the field. Then
came independence and evacuation . . . At present there
are 32 missionaries . . .
"The Mennonite Brethren area has 67 churches with
a total membership of 9,770, shepherded by 14 ordained
pastors and 42 unordained preacher-evangelists . . .
"Literature has held a prime place in the Mennonite
Brethren work since the beginning. With the destruction
of the Kafumba print plant during the Kwilu rebellion, the
literature program has undergone change. The literature
staff is now concentrated at Leopoldville . . .
"Four stations have been completely destroyed and
three others are still in the hands of the rebels. After
22 months, however, many of the people are beginning
to come out of the forests, and there is an increasing
hope for return to normalcy and to freedom to minister
once again to the people."
Evangelical
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Home Missions and Extension
Camping
Jack and Ruth Nolt
Jack and Ruth Nolt,
formerly of the Mt. Joy,
Penna., area, were assigned to Brookhaven
Camp in July, 1£65, as
camp director and hostess. Jack is doing his
I-W service and Ruth
works as a VSer. They
spend the months from
April to November at
the camp. The winter
is spent in the city at
Fellowship Chapel engaging in personal contacts, follow-up, promotion and camp financing.
Camp Brookhaven, Bloomingburg, New York, takes
young people that do not know the meaning of love.
An effort is made to show them the dynamics of Christian
love.
Campers from other years are already asking, "May I
come to camp two weeks this year?" We are forced to tell
them this is not possible. However, we are planning to
expand the camping program to four weeks this year
instead of three as in previous years. This will give more
youth the opportunity to get out of the concrete city into
God's beautiful landscape. Away from the rule of an
ungodly drunken parent to an atmosphere of love. Away
from parents that do not want them. We ask parents for
the privilege of taking their children to camp for a week.
Of course, they may go if it is free!
They come perplexed and scared. But when taken into
a clean room, shown a bed neatly made, already they are
overwhelmed with the thought that some one does care.
As the week progresses with excellent meals and lots of
fun, the child learns through the Bible class that God
also cares for him. He learns that God sent His Son to
die so that we can have eternal life. The child may not
accept salvation after experiencing one week of Christian
love, but he will always remember this week at camp.
He returns to the city, grateful to those who sponsored
his stay and those that lived and worked with him.
While working with
these children at camp
this past summer, I was
made to realize anew
1
the good fortune of be- u>w$
ing born into a Christian home and given
opportunities by parents that cared. This
winter, contacting the
children's h o m e s , if
they can be called that,
I experienced f i l t h ,
O d o j - S , laziness, and
Something of a "Hay Ride"
hate like I never imagined could exist. These are our
neighbors. Our compassion goes out for them. We know

w
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them. In Christ, these people are also your neighbors. Do
you love them enough to offer prayers, money, or service
in their behalf?
We enjoyed working with the children. They are
receptive and eager for the opportunities given them.
Maybe you sponsored a child, or perhaps you remembered
them in prayer. There were those that took time to come
and share personally. Wouldn't you like to be included in
the "we" this year and give of yourself to them.

:

A sponsor sent each of these to camp.

Sponsors Needed
Many church leaders claim the dawn of a new reformation is breaking. Christianity is moving out of its
institutionalism and is seeking to wage war against poverty, prejudice and social injustice.
There is no better way for Christians to become involved than by taking a boy or girl from the ghettoes and
crowded streets of New York City, sponsoring them for
a week at Brookhaven Camp. While one week is insufficient to entirely influence the life of a child for a total
commitment to Christ, one week does open a whole new
area of spiritual understanding and dimension that the
child has never known before.
Last year 100 sponsors sent 104 campers to Brookhaven.
These campers experienced something they will never
forget. It is the hope of the Board of Directors that this
year 140 children can be sponsored. The sponsor pays
$12.50 for each camper and the camper pays $2.50 toward his transportation to the camp.
We urge Sunday Schools, Sunday School classes and
individuals to sponsor one or more children. If anyone
is interested in counselling or teaching for one or two
weeks, please write Camp Brookhaven, Bloomingburg,
New York, for further information.

Why I Like A Mission School Better Than
A Government School
I have experienced life in a mission and in a government
school. A Mission School is the best to be attended by a
student who wishes to have a proper relationship with Jesus
Christ, our Lord. There are strict rules against wrong doings,
yet in a government school, they entirely forget as far as
religion is concerned. Every person who wishes to have a
good relationship with Christ must obtain his education in
a Mission School.
—Stanley Moyo, Form II, Wanezi
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Fall In Love Again
Dr. Robert A. Cook
fall in lovp all over again.
Tthat You're
familiar, of course, with the verse in Eph. 5:25
says, "Husbands, love your wives." Now, this is not
ODAY,

Presented herewith is the third installment of a brief
biography of Bishop Henry Davidson, the first edtor of
the "Evangelical Visitor," written by his granddaughter,
and published in 1937. —Feature Editor
"Our First Editor"
Part III
Fannie

Davidson

"In the first issue of the 'Visitor,' Aug. 1st, 1887, Bishop
Davidson has this to say, 'In accepting the position of
Editor, to which we have been appointed by the Board
of Publication, we are well aware of the arduous duty
and great responsibility resting upon us. It is therefore
not without some fear and a consciousness of our own
inability to do justice to the work before us, and to meet
the approbation of the church that we enter upon it. But
while we thus temporarily, at least, assume the responsibility, we trust we shall have the co-operation of the
Church, that each member will feel that a part of the
great work of publishing a church paper and of assisting
in the spread of Evangelical truths rests with him.' So
we can see that Bishop Davidson felt his responsibility
keenly.
"But remember this was undertaken in horse and
buggy days and at a time when mail-carriers and telephones were unknown. A daughter says, 'All the material
for publication was first sent to our home and we prepared it for the printers, then it was mailed to the
printer and set, then he returned the pages for proofreading, we proof-read them and then they were mailed
to the printer again.' Upon examining these first issues
one cannot help but notice they are free from proofreading errors. At first the paper was printed at Elkhart,
Indiana, and later on at Ashland, Ohio, so one may know
that many trips were no doubt made between these points
and Michigan in the interests of the paper. Since the
paper was born through much opposition we cannot
imagine that much of a salary was paid to the editor then.
From some of the editorials during the seven years that
Bishop Davidson was editor we can imagine that there
were a great many financial worries and we are wondering if sometimes his hand did not reach into his own
pocket when bills that came to him had to be paid.
"At first the 'Visitor' was a monthly paper, but its
success was so great and so appreciated that in the February number, before the paper was a year old, an editorial
reveals that there were many requests coming in for a
semi-monthly paper. But the requests were not granted
until in 1890, two and a half years from the time of the
first publication. So we presume the Publication Board
tried first to make the paper self-supporting. Dr. W. O.
Baker of Ohio was a very close friend of Bishop Davidson
and many articles of his are in these first 'Visitors.' It is also interesting to the writer of this, that a poem of Sister
McTaggart, who is still living and still writing poems, is
included in the third issue of the 'Visitor.' A very interesting thing is the fact that in the first few issues of the
'Visitor' the articles are signed by initials only. In the
fifth issue, Eld. T. A. Long appeals to the writers to allow
their whole names to be used and from that time on the
articles are signed in that way almost altogether."
(12)

a matter of option, fellows. It's not a matter of whether
or not you ever get around to it or whether you feel
like it.
As a matter of fact, sometimes you don't feel very
much like it, do you?
Well, it says "Husbands, love your wives, even as
Christ also loved the Church and gave Himself for it."
The relationship of husband and wife in a Christian
home is precisely that of the Lord Jesus Christ to His
church.
God's way is to stay in love for keeps.
Let's start off by reminding ourselves that God intends a man to stay in love with his wife and God
intends a woman to stay in love with her husband. The
years may pass and the husbands may get to be the
victims of the 6-B's. You know, Baldness, Bifocals, Bridgework, Bulges, Bunions, and Bicarbonate. Yes, the years
may pass and you may get to be the victim of the aging
process but, remember, you can be very much in love.
This is the basis, really, this Christian love . . . this
open-hearted commitment to each other . . . each to the
other and both to God . . . this is the basis of happy
Christian life together.
Husbands, love your wives. Wives, love your husbands.
The real question with many a person is "Have I
drifted away?" "Has my heart grown cold?" "Have I
forgotten to do or say the things that keep love alive?"
A second step about this matter of love in the Christian home is to realize that love is the basic atmosphere
of the Christ life. Bomans 5:5 says "The love of God
is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost which
is given unto us."
We read in Eph. 3:17 that a Christian is to be
". . . rooted and grounded in love."
Rooted and grounded in love!
The very what-ness of our life together is the love
of God. This is what it is all about.
Love is not only in the saying but in the doing,
isn't it? "Be ye kind one to another, tender-hearted, forgiving one another as God for Christ's sake has forgiven
you. And walk in love as dear children."
This is the advice that God gives us: Live in love.
How?
Being kind. Being tender-hearted. Being forgiving, just
as God has forgiven you and me our sins.
Well, that's a pretty big order, isn't it?
How does this all come about?
When the Holy Spirit of God is in one's life, love
gets a chance to show what it can do. Look at I Corinthians . . . "Love suffereth long and is kind. Love
envieth not, love vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up
. . . does not behave itself unseemly . . . seeketh not her
own . . . is not easily provoked . . . thinketh no evil . . .
rejoices not in iniquity but rejoices in the truth . . .
beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all things,
endureth all things. Love never faileth."
The very atmosphere of your life is the love of God
in every day's relationships.
The Evangelical Beacon

Evangelical Visitor

National Science Foundation Grant
The President's Office announces the receipt of two Science Foundation grants—
$3,000 for biology and $2,900 for chemistry.
These grants are to be matched by funds
from the College for the purchase of additional research facilities. Although Messiah
College has received grants from various other
foundations in the past, this is the first grant
to be received from the National Science
Foundation and marks significant academic
recognition.
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Our spring week of Christian emphasis was
held from March 28 to April 1st. The Reverend Mr. Murray Hicks from the Grace Gospel
Church of Niagara Falls conducted the daily
chapel services. We appreciate his ministry
to us.
For the third consecutive year our boys
brought home the basketball trophy of the
Ontario Athletic Association of Christian
Schools, winning convincingly from Eden
Christian College of Niagara-on-the-Lake.
The Choral Society of Messiah College
visited N.C.C. on March 23 and presented
an excellent chapel programme here. The
group were entertained to lunch in the College dining hall, giving opportunity for our
students to become acquainted with those
of Messiah College.
On March 18, the Board of Trustees of
N.C.C. entertained the staff of N.C.C. in
Hamilton at a dinner served by the ladies
of Ridgemount Brethren in Christ Church.
The Reverend Mr. Claude Horton, president
of Lome Park College, Toronto, was guest
speaker on this occasion.
The Niagara Choral Society presented Handel's "Israel In Egypt" at Grace Gospel
Church, Niagara Falls, Ontario, Sunday evening, March 27. This fifty voice choir is
sponsored by the college, yet is organized
independently of the college. It is a community choir with representation from very
nearly every church in town as well as from
nearby residents of the community, alumni,
and friends of the school. Mr. John Eyer,
former director of the Society was among
the soloists for the presentation.
Mr. Larry Seiple of Pennsylvania, our
janitor on his I-W service, spent three weeks
in Fort Erie hospital after suffering severe
leg injuries while at work here. H e is convalescing at N.C.C. now and we rejoice that
the wound is healing so well.
New blackboards are being installed in all
classrooms due to the purchase of used slate
from a demolished school in Fort Erie.
The school chorus, under the direction of
Mr. Charles S. Lady, toured Ohio during
the Easter vacation.
Easter examinations are over, but the strain
is not, for the results are still coming in.
There follows a brief respite, and then the
all-important finals begin, and the school year
is over.
MESSIAH COLLEGE

Hall of Science
Harrisburg area businessmen and industrialists have responded tremendously to the challenge for the Hall of Science. T h e cultivation campaign brought many top executives
to the campus and has laid a foundation of
good will in Harrisburg industry. T h e initial
gifts .campaign began April 6 and to date
a total of $139,000 is subscribed to the fund.
The Harrisburg businessmen have set as their
goal the raising of $570,000 toward the $840,-
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000 science project. Some of the men in the
drive are John C. Tuten, President of National Bank and Trust Company of Central
Pennsylvania, Harry G. Banzhoff, attorney in
Harrisburg, Quentin Brookhart, Harrisburg
engineer, John O. Hershey, Chairman of the
Board of the Milton Hershey Schools, Clair
H. Hoffman, Christian Light Bookstores, and
Robert C. Griswold, attorney from Grantham.
Student Bcdy President
Barry Elser of Harrisburg is elected president of the College student body for the
1966-67 term. Barry is a junior at Messiah
College, majoring in mathematics. H e is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Smith Elser and the
great-grandson of the founder, S. R. Smith.
Warren Hoffman is elected executive vicepresident. Warren is the son of John and
Betty Hoffman of Maytown and is majoring
in pre-medicine. H e served this year as president of the sophomore class.
Joanne Buckwalter is elected activities vicepresident. Joanne is the daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. Allen Buckwalter, missionaries in
India. She is a sophomore majoring in
psychology.
Martha
Brubaker
of Elizabethtown
is
elected secretary. Martha is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Menno Brubaker and is a
sophomore majoring in mathematics.
Herbert Nix, a major in mathematics and
chemistry, is elected treasurer. Herbert is a
junior and the son of the late Osborne and
Mrs. Nix of Mount Joy, Pennsylvania.
Note on Grantham Teen-Age Conference
The College administration decided not to
hold the Grantham Teen-Age Conference this
year since the College is offering summer
school work and since the Allegheny Conference is currently reviewing youth activities
for the area. Thus the administration decided
to postpone the Teen-Age Conference for the
current year.
Admissions Notes
Admission to date includes 158 students.
Top interest among the freshmen lies in the
area of English followed by Religion, History,
Nursing, Behavioral Science and Math. Approximately one-third of the students are
interested in elementary education and secondary education.
Grantham Oratorio
The popular Oratorio and Hymn Festival
comes to life again this spring as the Grantham Oratorio Society presents its program on
May 15 at 2:30 at the Harrisburg Forum. The
major work is an oratorio "The Peaceable
Kingdom" by Randall Thompson. The text
is from the prophecy of Isaiah. In addition
there will be opportunity for the congregational hymn singing and anthems by the 200
voice Oratorio choir. Professor Earl D. Miller
is director and Professor Ronald Sider is the
organist.

Students Participate in Work Day
Friday, April 22
This annual event provides student funds
for the erection of new bleachers on t h e
athletic field, dining hall improvements including a new public address system, and
equipment for the snack bar and student
lounge area in the Commons.
Dr. Carl F . H. Henry to Speak
Dr. Carl F . H. Henry, editor of CHRISTIANITY TODAY and noted Bible scholar,
will address the 1966 graduating class on
Monday, June 6, Commencement Day.

CHURCH NEWS
ALLEGHENY C O N F E R E N C E
Green Grove congregation, Pa., is planning
a series of Pentecostal services May 25-29,
with guest speaker, Rev. Albert Engle.
The Cradle Roll superintendents of Antrim
congregation, Pa., sponsored a mother's meeting, April 11. Guest speakers were Mrs. Charlie Byers and Mrs. John Sollenberger who
showed slides and told of their world trip.
"In Joseph's Garden" was the title of an
Easter play presented by the Antrim Crusaders, Sunday evening, April 17. In another
recent service, Dallas Shelley, Messiah College student, gave an illustrated talk about
last summer's experiences with "Men for
Missions" in Ecuador.
"Praise God from whom all blessings flow"
was sung with rejoicing by Hollowell congregation, Pa., Sunday morning, April 3.
Their goal of $3,637.14 for parsonage debt
liquidation was met. A note burning service
was held Sunday morning, April 17.
In Youth week observance held recently
by the Hollowell congregation, activities during the week centered around a visitation
program. The Saturday evening Youth Banquet was highlighted by persons representing
four professions sharing experiences of God's
guidance in their respective fields. T h e evening was climaxed by the film, Lord of All.
Sunday morning the youth participated in
the services of the church and Sunday evening
presented a skit and panel discussion about
Christian vocation. Lane Hostetter was guest
speaker in the morning and evening services.
The Arthur Pye family presented missions
in India, Sunday evening, March 27.
Hanover congregation, Pa., were hosts to
a hymn sing, Saturday evening, April 30.
Thirty-seven persons were received into the
fellowship of the Grantham congregation, Pa.,
on Sunday morning, April 3.
Rev. Harold Lehsten presented a city mission program in pictures and message to the
Clarence Center congregation, New York,
Sunday evening, April 17.
New Guilford congregation, Pa., featured a
musical program, Sunday evening, April 17,
with guests, The Vernon Martin Family,
Clayton, Ohio.
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Miss Evelyn Poe was speaker in the Fellowship Hour of the Chambersburg congregation, P a , April 10, using the theme, r 'From
Earth to Glory with Our Victorious Saviour."
The Pretoria congregation, P a , were joined
by several surrounding church groups in a
hymn sing, Sunday afternoon, April 17.
ATLANTIC C O N F E R E N C E
T h e Maytown congregation, P a , was host
for the local annual Community Dawn Service. Rev. Ronald Peirson, Lutheran pastor,
was speaker.
A news cast prepared by the Mennonite
Hour for the Easter season was presented
in the devotional of the Elizabethtown Simday school, P a , on Palm Sunday and concluded at a combined Sunday school session
Easter morning. The local Crusaders attended
sunrise service at the Hershey Rose Gardens,
then sang praises in the homes of three shutins. Rev. Alden Long, Messiah College, was
guest speaker in a series of inspirational
Passion week services.
Jerry Major with a team of YFCers from
Scranton, P a , were guests in the Sunday
morning service, April 24, Hummelstown, Pa.
Cross Roads congregation, Mt. Joy, P a ,
was host to a Home Conference the evenings
of April 30 and May 1. Dr. Showalter of the
Narramore Foundation was guest speaker.
On Easter Sunday, April 10, Lancaster
congregation, P a , welcomed nineteen persons
into church fellowship.
Lucille Shade, Child Evangelism Director,
was guest speaker in a special service for
children and young people, Sunday morning,
April 24, Freedom congregation, St. Petersburg, Florida.
The Vernon Martin family, Clayton Ohio,
were guest musicians in the Sunday morning
service, April 17, Manor congregation, Pa.
Mrs. Melvin Lauver, Akron, P a , demonstrated creative skills to the ladies and guests
of tire Conoy congregation, P a , in a program sponsored by the Willing Workers
Class, Thursday evening, April 2 1 .
CENTRAL C O N F E R E N C E
Rev. and Mrs. Keith Ulery were guest
speakers in the Sunday services, April 17, of
the Phoneton congregation, Ohio.
Rev. Owen Alderfer was guest speaker
in a series of Easter sendees in the Amherst
Community church, Massillon, Ohio.
In the Sunday evening service, April 24,
Rev. Amos Henry was installed as assistant
pastor of the Valley Chapel congregation,
Canton, Ohio.
Pastor Avery Musser of the Leonard congregation,
Michigan,
was
guest
speaker
Wednesday evening, April 13, Union Grove
congregation, Indiana.
T h e Fairview congregation, Ohio, participated in an Easter Sunrise service with the
local United Missionary church. In an Easter
Vesper service, the Fairview church choir
presented
Peterson's
cantata,
"Hallelujah
What a Saviour."
Paul Hochstetler, in a service sponsored by
W M P C on April 17, spoke to his home
congregation, Locke Village, Nappanee, I n d ,
about the work of the San Francisco Mission.
In the Central Star, Bishop Ulery reports
the following pastoral assignments: Raymond
Rife, Jr., will serve Dearborn, Michigan; Edward Powell will serve Merrill, Michigan.
PACIFIC C O N F E R E N C E
The Sunday school of Sandia congregation,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, awarded first year
perfect attendance pins to twenty-nine persons during the last two quarters.
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The choirs of the Upland congregation,
California, presented an Easter musical, Sunday evening, April 10.
Stewardship was the theme of the dinner
meeting of the Upland Men's Fellowship,
March 14. A panel discussion with Dr. Wendell Harmon, moderator, considered stewardship responsibilities to Cod, our church, our
fellowmen, our families, and our financial
obligations. T h e meeting, attended by a p proximately 65 men, pledged support to the
project of the year: purchasing basic equipment for a radio studio in Choma, Zambia.
In a Neighbor Night program, April 29,
the Chino congregation, California, was host
to an Indian dinner. Esther Book, on furlough
from India missions, was guest speaker.
REVIVAL

SERVICES

William Engle at Christian Union, Indiana,
May 8-15.

BmtkA
AMES—Linda Marie, born March 13, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Ames, Clarence Center congregation, N.Y.
BYERS-Keith Alan, born March 18, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. Preston Byers, New Guilford
congregation, Pa.
COKEN—Harry Elmer, III, born March 26,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Elmer Coken,
II, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
CoNN-Steven Kent, born April 17, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Conn, Clarence
Center congregation, N.Y.
ENGLE—Lori Jeanne, b o m March 16, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Engle, Upland congregation, California.
FRANKLIN—Jeffrey Alan, born March 29,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Franklin,
Upland congregation, California.
GIBBLE—Darrel DeRay, born April 4, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Gibble, Antrim congregation, Pa.
GOINS—Michelle Leanne, born March 23,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Goins, Upland
congregation, California.
MCDONALD—Michael Allen, born April 4,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. William McDonald,
Hollowell congregation, Pa.
NICHOLS—Joy Darlene, born February 10,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Victor Nichols, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
WINGERT—Greg Robert, born April 1, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. Laban Wingert, New Guilford congregation, Pa.
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COX-BREON—Miss Connie Rose Breon, sister of Mrs. Walter Strouse, Spring Mills,
P e n n a , and Mr. James Glenn Cox, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Cox, State College, P e n n a ,
were united in marriage March 20, 1966, in
the Green Grove Brethren in Christ Church.
Pastor Bert E. Winger officiated.
ENCK-BEERS—Miss Nina Mae Beers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard F . Beers, Harrisburg, P a , became the bride of Mr. Gordon
R. Enck, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Richard

Enck, Elizabethtown, December 12, 1965. The
ceremony was performed in the Messiah
Home Chapel, Rev. Leroy G. Yoder officiating.
GLICK-EBERLY—Miss Eunice Elaine Eberly,
daughter of Mrs. Merle Lehman, Newvi.le,
P e n n a , and the late Merle Eberly, became
•the bride of Mr. Melvin K. Glick, son of
Mr. a n d Mrs. Christian R. Glick, Gap, P e n n a ,
in the Air Hill Brethren in Christ Church,
April 30, 1966. The ceremony was performed
by Rev. Charles Rife.
GRISSINGER-CAMPBELL — Miss Connie Sue
Campbell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alex
Campbell, Pomeroyton, Kentucky, became the
bride of Mr. Arthur David Grissinger, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Grissinger, Harrisburg, P e n n a , April 2, 1966. The ceremony
was performed in tire Messiah Home Chapel,
Rev. Titus M. Books officiating.
PAULUS-MARTIN—Miss Jean Elizabeth Martin, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. J. Earl Martin,
Jr., Mt. Joy, P e n n a , became the bride of
Mr. Denver Eugene Paulus, son of Rev. and
Mrs. Raymond Paulus, West Milton, Ohio,
April 16, 1966. The ceremony was performed
in the Mt. Pleasant Brethren in Christ Church,
Mt. Joy, P e n n a , by the father of the bride,
assisted by the father of the groom.
STANCO-SOLLENBERGER — Miss Betty Jane
Sollenberger, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Sollenberger, Chambersburg, P e n n a , became the bride of Mr. Frank Stanco, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stanco, S r , Uhrichsville,
Ohio, in the National Pilgrim Church, Hyattsville, Maryland, March 19, 1966. The ceremony was performed by Rev. James E. Kraus.
WILEY-TURNER—Miss Deloris Turner and
Mr. Ronald C. Wiley, son of Virgil Wiley
and great-grandson of Rev. Alfred Gray, were
united in marriage April 9, 1966, at Miamis-

burg, Ohio.
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FRENCH—Mary Ethel Sheffer was born
April 3, 1878, and passed away April 12,
1966. In 1901 she was united in marriage
to George French of Gormley, Ontario. Converted early in her marriage, she with her
husband joined the Heise Hill Brethren in
Christ Church. They served the church together, her husband being deacon first at
Springvale and later at Heise Hill. One
daughter predeceased her.
She is survived by her husband, with whom
she recently celebrated their 65th wedding
anniversary; one daughter, Mrs. Roy Nigh;
eight grandchildren and eight great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at Heise Hill
church with Pastor William Vanderbent officiating, assisted by Rev. J. R. Steckley and
Rev. Alvin Winger. Interment was in the
adjoining cemetery.
GROMLING—John R. Gromling, born February 1, 1948, at Columbia, P e n n a , met tragic
death April 15, 1966. T h e truck which he
was operating overturned, burying him under
a quantity of the dirt from the bed of the
truck.
Surviving are his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Gromling, Marietta; two brothers,
Donald and Clayton; and a sister, Christine.
He was a member of the Maytown Brethren
in Christ Church.
Funeral services were held in the Sheetz
Funeral Home, Mt. Joy, with Pastor A f e e
Hershberger officiating. Interment was in the
Eberle Cemetery.
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JENSEN—Theodore Nels Jensen was born in
Omaha, Nebraska, December 18, 1903, and
passed away April 8, 1966. He was united
in marriage to Viola Burkholder in 1943.
He was confirmed in the Lutheran Church
at the age of sixteen. After his marriage he
became a member of the Brethren in Christ
Church, in which he remained faithful until
his death. H e was active in the Upland
Sunday School class and served as a church
usher. His death was the result of an accident that occurred at the General Electric
plant where he had been employed for twenty
years."
He is survived by his wife, Viola; a daughter, Mrs. Barry Smith; a sister and two
brothers.
Funeral services were held in the Upland
Brethren in Christ Church, Upland, California.
Officiating ministers were Pastor Eber Dourte,
Associate Pastor John Byers, and Bishop Alvin Burkholder. Entombment was in the
Belleview Mausoleum, Ontario, California.
WILLIAMS—Mrs. Lena R. Williams, 75
years, died at her home near Montoursville,
Penna., April 12, 1966. She was a member
of the Montoursville Brethren in Christ
Church.
She is survived by a son, Raymond B.,
Linden; four daughters: Mrs. Marian Black,
Brady, Montana; Mrs. Effie Rhinehart, Montoursville; Mrs. Helen W. Pinand, at home;
and Mrs. Grace Wettlaufer, Bodines. A
brother, three sisters, nine grandchildren and
two great-grandchildren also survive.
Funeral services were held at the Spitler
Funeral Home, Pastor John Bundy officiating.
Interment was in the Montoursville Cemetery.
WISMER—Hannah E. Wismer, 92 years,
widow of the late Abraham A. Wismer, passed
away March 3, 1966. She was a guest of
the Messiah Home, Harrisburg, Penna., and
was formerly a resident of Gratersford, Penna.
Funeral services were conducted in the
Messiah Home Chapel by Pastor Leroy G.
Yoder, assisted by Rev. Paul E. Kauffman, a
nephew of Mrs. Wismer. Interment was in
the Evangelical Cemetery, Trappe, Penna.

An
Dear

Open Discussion
Editor,

The article, "Is It Either or Both?" which
appeared in the March 14 issue of The Evangelical Visitor, deserves more than casual notice. I hope church leaders will think on it
and make room for clear minded uninhibited
discussion of it.
Our present situation looks like a parallel
of the man who assumes that he can achieve
if he just thinks big enough.
One regional activity which appears to me
to be somewhat presumptuous is the selection
of what appears a strategic location and the
erection of—shall I say, almost—extravagant
facilities, on the assumption that it will draw
a congregation. And this at a time when heart
hunger is being met by many evangelical and
devout disciples by home ministry to small
groups.
Are we trying to "keep up with the
Joneses"? Or what? How many of our churches retain enough of their original atmosphere
—I refer to those built 50 or more years ago—
to perpetuate anything of the founding fathers'
fine tradition?
I hope this "College Professor" has not
written in vain.
"Thinking Reader"
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Japan Christian College Accredited
In 10th Anniversary Year
Highlighting its 10th anniversary year, the
Japan Christian College has received word
that it has been fully accredited by the
Japanese Ministry of Education, Dr. Donald
E. Hoke, president, announced recently. This
recognition climaxes 10 years of prayer and
etiort on the part of the college faculty and
Board, and ranks the school with other Japanese universities and colleges.
Founded to train leadership for the evangelical church in Japan, the college at present
offers a four-year course with a major in
Bible and Theology. The government, sole
accrediting agency in Japan, has recognized
three years of this program with a "junior
college'' accreditation. The fourth year will be
continued with government survey and approval, and it is hoped full four-year university accreditation will be received by 1970.
Children's Collections Total
$192,000 For Missions
Assemblies of God Sunday school children
under age 12 throughout the nation contributed more than $192,000 to the Boys and
Girls Missionary Crusade fund-raising program during 1965, surpassing last year's total
of $170,948 by $21,700.
Funds from the drive, first conducted in
1952, have been designated for literature
translation and production for Assemblies of
God foreign missions operations throughout
the world. Offerings in February, 1966, will
be used for Latin American countries.
Missionary Drop-Outs: Why Do They Resign?
Why do missionaries—persons of deep religious motivation and commitment—sometimes abandon their careers before they are
well started?
A comprehensive study seeking to answer
this and related questions has been completed by the Missionary Research Library,
New York, and its findings are now being
weighed by Protestant mission executives.
The study explores 36 Protestant mission
boards and the experiences of their 1,409
missionaries who withdraw from mission service for reasons other than retirement, death,
or completion of contract. It covers the decade
from 1953-1962.
In percentages, these 1,409 missionary
drop-outs represent 6.8 per cent of the total
mission force of the 36 boards under study.
Dr. Herbert C. Jackson, director of the interdenominational Missionary Research Library
and director of the study, finds that figure
remarkably low in light of "the hazards of
overseas service and the extensive confusion,
uncertainty and fluidity" of the segment of
history under consideration. He points out
that it compares favorably with the Peace
Corps, which has an 8 per cent early termination rate.
Problems of health, both physical and
psychological, accounted for the largest number of missionary drop-outs. Information on
withdrawals was secured from both the missionary and his board. According to board
records, 25.9 per cent withdrew because of
health, while 30.7 per cent of the missionaries responding cited health problems.
Dirksen Asks Congress
For Prayer Amendment
WASHINGTON
( E P ) - S e n . Everett M.
Dirksen
(R.-Ill.) has introduced in the
United States Senate a proposed constitutional amendment which he says is designed

to provide or permit voluntary prayers in
public schools and other public buildings.
The Senator claims that polls show that 81
per cent of people disagree with earlier Supreme Court rulings on prayer and Bible
reading in the public schools.
The bill is co-sponsored by 16 other Senators. Since this is an election year, some observers here feel it could become a campaign
issue.
In 1984 seven weeks of hearings were conducted by the House Judiciary Committee on
the so-called "prayer" amendments to the
Constitution. Chief among these was the
"Becker Amendment." The Dirksen proposal
is essentially the same, except that it is not
as comprehensive.
Prior to the 1964 hearings, mail to Congress was overwhelmingly in favor of some
type of prayer amendment to the Constitution.
MCC Sees 1966 as Year
Of "Human Disasters"
With experts forecasting 1966 as a year
of mounting famine and other forms of social
disaster, the Mennonite and Brethren in Christ
churches of Canada and the United States
are preparing to meet heavy commitments in
the field of assistance both on this continent
and abroad through the Mennonite Central
Committee.
A total of $1,060,000 will be sought during
1966 by the 15 member conferences and
regional inter-Mennonite organizations to support the MCC's relief, service, and peace
efforts. One of the means several of these
groups will use to focus attention on the
growing needs of world's poor is the One
Great Hour of Sharing. This appeal for funds,
personnel, and prayer is usually made on the
fourth Sunday in Lent (March 20 this y e a r ) ,
but congregations may decide to have their
"hour of sharing" at some other time, too.
The funds raised by the congregations
through this appeal will be used largely for
relief and rehabilitation purposes in Asia,
Africa, Latin America, the Middle East, and
limited areas of Europe. Homeless and hungry people in "human disaster areas" will
be among the principal recipients.
Asbury Adds Unique Department
Realizing the need for a department to
interpret the Biblical message of salvation
in terms of the needs and understanding of
people in diverse cultures and social classes
within the contemporary world, the administration and faculty at Asbury Theological
Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky, have established a new department called "The Church
in Society."
Under the direction of Dr. Gilbert M.
James, associate professor of The Church in
Society, overall objectives of the new department will b e : ( 1 ) to establish a church
and community survey research laboratory
on campus, ( 2 ) to maintain internships such
as visits to prisons, university campuses, and
city welfare work and ( 3 ) to conduct a
seminar each year in some large city with
the students and professor living in the area
of those to whom they are ministering.
The curriculum of the new department includes courses in Human Behavior, Race Relations, The Urban Church, Criminology and
Christianity, and American Culture. Dr. James
states, "As helpful as these courses may be,
the training must be practical as well as
academic. T h e student should learn by involvement about racial intolerance, poverty,
and ignorance, b u t the student will never
understand until he has had an opportunity
to live close to the victims of these deprivations and to some degree feel what they
feel."
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Motive of Publisher Factor In
Obscenity, Court Rules
By adding an additional legal weapon—the
obvious motive of a publisher—the U.S. Supreme Court tightened what many critics hold
to be a too-liberal view on obscenity.
The "motive" element was added to deliberations on what constitutes obscenity when
the Supreme Court upheld, by a 5-to-4 decision, t h e conviction of Ralph Ginzburg for
publishing and sending "erotica" through the
mails.
A similar application was made in upholding the New York conviction of E d w a r d
Mishkin for distributing books which authorities said exploited sadistic elements found
appealing to some sex deviates. The decision
was 7-to-2 to uphold t h e conviction to a
three-year sentence. Ginzburg's sentence is
for five years.
Many had hoped the Court would scrap
its test for obscenity, commonly known as the
Roth Decision back to 1957. The test followed is "whether to the average person,
applying contemporary community standards,
t h e dominant theme of the material taken
as a whole appears to prurient interest."
Also applied is the test whether t h e material has any "redeeming social value."
Augsburger Appointed
Mennonite Hour Speaker
David Augsburger begins July 1 as speaker
on The Mennonite
Hour. His appointment
was announced recently by Lewis E. Strite,
president of Mennonite Broadcasts, Inc. H e
succeeds B. Charles Hostetter who recently
resigned the position.
Augsburger has been associate speaker of
the broadcast since he joined the staff in
1961. H e has directed program production
and carried a major role in counseling and
follow-up ministries of the broadcast.
As pastor of the Trissels Mennonite Church
near Broadway, Va., h e has led the congregation in an evangelistic outreach program
throughout the community. He is a graduate
of Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary,
Harrisonburg.
Augsburger is author of several booklets
including "Won by One," which has been
widely distributed by Moody Press, and
"Everybody's Not Doing It," published last
year by Mennonite Broadcasts and now in its
third printing.
He is widely used as a speaker and evangelist at conference and youth rallies.
Judge Says Graham Crusade Helped
Settle Family Problems
A family court judge said he believes the
recent Billy Graham Crusade had a decided
effect on domestic difficulties here.
Judge J. Wilbur Hicks of the Greenville,
S. C , Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court
said an "unusually large number of cases"
have been settled between husbands and
wives because of the crusade.
"The crusade so saturated the community
that it is bound to have had some good
effects," he said. Almost every one of t h e
families appearing before him recently mentioned the evangelist's meetings, t h e judge
noted.
Welcome 'Crusade' Converts,
Says Anglican Primate
With final preparations now accelerating
for Billy Graham's Greater London Crusade
in June, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr.
Arthur Michael Ramsey, issued a surprise
appeal to clergy of every tradition to welcome
people influenced b y t h e American evangelist's message.
The Anglican Primate's appeal appeared
in the April issue of his Canterbury Diocesan
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Notes, published on the eve of his departure
for Rome. H e wrote:
"Billy Graham is to lead a campaign at
Earl's Court in London in June. I should
explain that the Church of England and the
dioceses in t h e London area had no official
share in the invitation to him, and it is well
known that there are different views about
Dr. Graham's methods and the nature of his
message.
"But many people from a variety of parishes are likely to b e going to the campaign
meetings and it is the wish of Dr. Graham
that persons who have been influenced b y
his message shall be commended to the ministry of t h e church which they attend or of
the parish where they live.
"It is important that the clergy of every
tradition should be ready to welcome those
who may be referred to them in this way,
and should help them to fulfill their new
resolves in the service of God and in t h e
fellowship of the church."
E n d Isolation of Red China,
Brethren Board Urges U. S.
Drastic revision of U.S. policy toward Red
China, including diplomatic recognition and
admission of Red China to the United Nations, was called for in a resolution adopted
by the General Brotherhood Board of the
Church of the Brethren.
The statement also urged re-establishment
of full communication, travel, "normal trade
relationships in non-strategic goods," cultural
exchange and cooperation in technical and
scientific developments.
Pending admission of Red China to the
United Nations, the resolution urged the U.S.
"to do all it can to involve" the People's
Republic of China in international negotiations on disarmament and nuclear weapons
agreements.
It asked the U.S. government to take the
initiative in negotiations designed to determine the "rights, welfare, security and political status of Taiwan" and to urge Taiwan
to withdraw
military
fortifications
from
Quemoy and Matsu, off the Chinese mainland. "The removal of this tense confrontation hopefully could lead to negotiations and
the substitution of peaceful methods for
present threat and counter-threat," the resolution noted.
Matrimoni Sacramentum,
"A Slight Step Forward"
Matrimoni Sacramentum, the new Roman
Catholic instruction on mixed marriage, was
called "a slight step forward" which "removes
only the tiniest fraction of difficulties," by
Dr. Willem A. Visser 't Hooft, general secretary of the World Council of Churches in
Geneva, Switzerland.
His was the first official reaction from a
World Council spokesman to the regulation
on marriages between Catholics and nonCatholics published March 18 by the Vatican
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith.
"The most important improvement," according to Dr. Visser 't Hooft, "is the provision lifting excommunication for Roman
Catholics married outside their Church. Indirectly it implies increasing recognition of a
marriage contracted outside the Roman Catholic Church."
In his statement, Dr. Visser 't Hooft listed
three points which the instruction falls short
of "what might have been expected in the
present state of ecumenical encounter."

—It fails to distinguish marriage between
Christians of ditferent confessions from
marriage between Christians and nonChristians.
—It fails to leave the decision about the
religious education of the children up
to their parents, and still extracts from
the non-Catholic partner a promise to
rear the children as Roman Catholics.
—It fails to recognize the validity of
marriages contracted outside the Roman Catholic Church, with the exception of marriages contracted in the
Orthodox Church on which the Vatican
took a decision in another context.
Commenting on the instruction's provision
which permits non-Roman Catholic clergymen to bless a marriage after a Roman Catholic ceremony has been completed, Dr. Visser
't Hooft said "it is for individual churches
to say what they think," although he considers it "improbable" that such participation
will be welcomed.
Noting that t h e instruction does not have
the finality of a papal motu proprio statement, Dr. Visser 't Hooft expressed hope that
it is not the Vatican's last word on the matter.
An Excerpt from Christianity Today
The magazine Christianity
Today devotes
its 52-page April 29 issue largely to the theme
of '"evangelizing the earth." Here is an
excerpt:
"The greatest single factor inhibiting the
evangelization of the world is the narrow
concept of Christian witness that pervades
practically all churches. The basic reason why
Christianity is being outdistanced by the population is that most church members consider
evangelism the business of professionals rather
than the responsibility of every b e l i e v e r . . . .
The Church must use new techniques, ranging from neighbors' drinking coffee together,
through special inner-city witness, electronic
communication, and literacy programs, to
penetration of the world of art and intellect
on the one hand and of industry on the
other." (from an editorial)
Saturdays for Literacy Work
Every Saturday since August, 1965, the
Mennonite Central Committee volunteers at
Santa Cruz, Bolivia, have gone to a nearby
village to teach the adults how to read and
to tell the children Bible stories.
Their service is part of an "evangelism in
depth" effort of Alfalit, a literature and
literacy program which has its headquarters
in Costa Rica. The volunteers first became
interested in the venture in summer, 1965,
when an Alfalit caravan consisting of a doctor,
nurses, an agriculturist, an evangelist, and a
literacy worker visited a nearby settlement for
several days.
Since that time the workers have gone
to Tajibos every Saturday to teach the 40
adults who have registered for the literacy
course. They recently graduated their first
students.
The main objective of the Alfalit program
is to teach illiterates to read the Bible for
themselves. Nearly 80 per cent of the Bolivians are illiterate.
Tajibos has no evangelical Christians.
Arthur Driedger, director of the MCC work
in Bolivia, and the other volunteers feel that
their efforts could play an important part
in the evangelization of the people in this
community. Their hope is that a missionary
will be sent to this area soon.

